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Abstract-A method of analysis of heart rate variability based on the graph theory principle was suggested.
The main parameters of the heart rate graph structure were determined and analyzed using models of harmonic
oscillations, white noise, and various functional tests {including controllable respiration and mental load). The
efficiency of the use of parameters of the heart rate graph for diagnosing some functional states was considered.
A correlation of the parameters of the heart rate graph structure with the frequency characteristics of heart rate
variability was studied. A general model of changes in the heart rate graph structure parameters at different lev-
els of mental activity was constructed in terms of entropy changes.

otic character (uncertainty) of -heart rate. This method
was tested using models of harmonic oscillations and
white noise as well as results of heart rate measure-
ments in various functional states.

SUBJECTS AND MEnIOOS

The method of construction and analysis of RR-
interval graph suggested in this work was tested using
results of examination of personnel of the Novovoron-
ezh Nuclear Power Station at the Psychophysiological
Laboratory, Novovoronezh Training Center. The sub-
jects were divided into four groups with different func-
tional states (males, ten subjects per group): (1) appar-
ently healthy subjects waiting for the beginning of the
attention test (mean age (Age), 30.08 years; standard
deviation (SO), 6.69); (2) subjects with mental strain
induced by attention test (Age, 29.59; SO, 3.80);
(3) subjects with neurotic overexcitation during waiting
for the beginning of the attention test (Age; 34.16; SO,
7.26); (4) subjects with reduced functional reserves
during waiting for the beginning of the attention test
(Age, 30.08; SO, 6.69). An increased level of neurotiza-
tion as measured on a MMPI scale also characterized
subjects of the third group. Asthenia symptoms were
diagnosed in case of decreased working efficiency,
reduced memory, and attention in psychophysiological
tests and in case of complaint of enhanced fatigue.

A sample of 70 subjects (Age, 36.75; SO, 7.089)
was taken for the correlation analysis of graph structure
and HRV.

QRS-complexes were recorded, and RR-intervals
were isolated from these complexes (sampling fre-
quency, 500 Hz) using an RITMON-l three-channel
hardware-software system. Values ot RR-intervals
(duration of the cycle of cardiac contraction, ms) were
stored as ASCII codes in the system memory for further
computer processing. Electrocardiograms (ECG) were
recorded in sitting subjects in the morning before psy-

Difficult problems associated with informal inter-
pretation of spectral analysis parameters of heart rate
variability (HRV) [1] gave rise to a significant increase
in the number of studies, in which the central role is
played by the methods of nonlinear dynamics. These
methods are used for determining the degree of chaotic
character (uncertainty) of cardiac rhythm in different
functional states [2-6]. Calculation of the maximum
Lyapunov exponential index is the most common
method of detection of chaotic dynamics of complex
systems. The algorithms of the calculation of this value
fall into two main classes. The algorithms of the first
class implement the method of direct evaluation. This
method is most frequently used in physiological
research. It was shown in [7] that this method proved to
be effective only in case of a sufficiently large sample,
preliminary noise filtration, and' in the absence of sto-
chastic outburst in the system. The second class is
based on the Jacobean method. It was tested using sim-
ulation and biological data [8]. This method was found
to be sufficiently effective both in large (2000 observa-
tions) and in small (380 observations) samples.
Because this method is based on extensive use of neural
networks, its significant disadvantage is high cost of
computation. For example, the time of processing of a
sample of 336 RR-intervals is 18 h and 24 min (initial
calculation parameters; L = 1, d = 6, k = 6; hardware
requirements: Pentium-MX, 166 MHz, and 16 Mbytes
RAM).

Methodological and technological obstacles to the
detection of chaotic dynamics of complex system on
the basis of calculation of the maximwn Lyapunov
exponential index challenged us to develop a simple
and illustrative method of assessment of nonlinear
dynamics of cardiac activity.

The goal of this work was to attract the attention of
researchers of HRV to the method of construction and
analysis of RR-interval graph developed in our group.
This method includes assessment of the degree of cha-
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chological tests (ECG record duration, 10 min) and
during performing a computer version of the Schulte-
Gorbov attention test. The MAVR-03 computer pro-
gram developed at the Psychophysiological Laboratory,
Novovoronezh Training Center, was used for editing
RR-intervals (sliding samples of 256 RR-intervals with
a step of 10 RR-intervals), plotting and structural anal-
ysis of heart rate graphs, and spectral analysis of vari-
ability.

A fast Fourier-transform algorithm and Hemming
spectral window smoothing (moving mean window
width, 5) were used to calculate characteristics of car-
diac contraction spectrum. Trends were calculated and
removed from temporal series using linear regression
as described in [9]. The time invariance of the resulting
samples was tested using mean and variance tests by
the Spirman coefficient of ranking correlation [10]. The
following HRV parameters were used in this work [11]:

(1) VLF (msz) is the spectral power within the very
low frequency range of cardiac contraction from 0.00 to
0.04 Hz (spectral range characteristic of contribution of
cortico-limbic structures of brain to heart rate regula-
tion [12]);

(2) LF (msz) is the spectral power within the low fre-
quency range of cardiac contraction from 0.04 to
0.15 Hz (spectral range typical mainly of activity of
sympathetic segments of autonomic nervous system);

(3) HF (msz) is the spectral power within the high
frequency range of cardiac contraction from 0.15 to
0.40 Hz (spectral range characteristic of vagus activ-
ity);

(4) LFIHF ratio represents the balance between
activities of sympathetic and parasympathetic segments
of autonomic nervous system.

The frequency ranges of the 'spectral power of car-
diac contraction (fd) are given for the mean value ofRR-
interval duration (RRmean) equal to 1.00 s. For the pur-
pose of correction of boundaries of frequency ranges by
RRmean duration ifcoJ and further calculation of HRV
parameters, the following equation was used: !cor =
ffiRmean.

Consider the specific features of plotting and analy-
sis of the heart rate graph in more detail. Usually, the
heart rate is analyzed using a series of RR-intervals,
RRn, in which n is the number of cardiointervals (RR) in
sample. The graph of heart rate is defined analytically
as a sequence of graph nodes (points of graph) with
coordinates RRn and RRn + 1: G = (RRn, RRn + J. There-
fore, the total number of graph nodes (points of graph)
is N -1, where N is the sample size.

The values of RR-intervals used fo'r describing
graph were preliminarily rounded off accurate to 10 ms.
This made the graphical representation of the heart rate
graph more illustrative. Comparison between graph
structure parameters calculated with different degree of
accuracy of determination of RR-intervals revealed two
specific consequences of rounding off. On the one
hand, only a small volume of significant information is

lost as a result of rounding off. On the other hand, the
use of rounded data makes it easier to diagnose some
functional states.

The heart rate scattering diagram (scattergram) is
widely used in medical practice. Scattergram is the
curve of dependence of the scatter of variables RRn and
RRn+i' where n is the number of RR-interval in sample
and i is the lag-time (i = 1,2, ..., n -1). The scattergram
was modified as follows to provide graphical presenta-
tion of the heart rate graph. All values of RR-intervals
were preliminarily transformed into a new set using the
following equation:

Zn = W(RRn - RRmin)/BP,

where RRmin is the minimal value of RR-interval in sam-
ple, RD is the range of deviation (RD = RRmax - RRmin)'

and W is the side of the square that inscribes standard-
ized values ofRR (Zn)' The end values ofZn are at the
sides of the square (W = 400 at display resolution of
640 x 480). .

At the next stage of the procedure, standardized val-
ues were used for plotting graph nodes with coordinates
Zn and Zn + l' The resulting nodes were consequently
connected to each other with lines (ribs) giving rise to a
graph.

The heart rate graph structure can be schematically
represented as a set of closed cyclic components (sub-
graphs). Closed cycle (initial and final nodes coincide
with one another) passes through each rib and node of
subgraph only once. Component ranks are distin-
guished in accordance with the cycle length (number of
ribs). Isomorphism of graphs allows the shape of the
components to be disregarded. The number of possible
ranks of cyclic components is determined by the fol-
lowing equation: N R = N - 2, where N is the sample
size. The minimal and maximal ranks of cyclic compo-
nent are 0 and N -1, respectively. The component with
zero rank includes two consecutive identical nodes
(nodes with coinciding coordinates), and the number of
ribs of the component is O. Rank 1 is absent, because
the requirement of closed cycle is not met. Possible
number of components (M) of rank R in graph with
sample volume N is determined by the following equa-
tion: MR = N- R - 1, where R = 1,2, ..., NR. Corre-
sponding value of accumulated frequency (F) of com-
ponents ofrankR is calculated as: F R = (CR/MR), where
CR is the number of components of rank R in graph. It
should be noted that graph components do not include
closed cycles of lower rank.

The following parameters are calculated to analyze
the heart rate graph structure:

ND is the number of graph nodes (points);
NDs is the number of graph nodes p~r unit variance

of RR-interval (S~R' ms2); NDs = ND/S~R (graph node

density in a square with side SRR);

SumF is the sum of accumulated frequencies over
all ranks of cyclic graph components: SumF = ~(F R);
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NRG is the number of ranks of cyclic components
isolated in graph;

NRGO is the number of ranks of cyclic components
with accumulated frequency higher than 0.01;

M F is the arithmetic mean of accumulated frequen-
cies of graph: MF = SumF/NRG;

F On is the percentage of accumulated frequency over
the first rank of cyclic components in the total sum of
accumulated frequencies of the whole graph:
Fon = 100FoiSumF;

F 3n is the sum percentage of accumulated frequency
over the first three ranks of cyclic components (F 0' F 2'
and F 3) in the total sum of accumulated frequencies of
the whole graph: F3n = 100(Fo + F2 + F3)/SumF;

F maxn is the percentage of the maximal accumulated
frequency of the total sum of accumulated frequencies
of the whole graph: Fmaxn = 100Fmax/SumF;

Rmax is the rank of cyclic component of the graph
with maximal accumulated frequency.

Harmonic oscillations (here and further the sample
size was 256 values) were simulated using the follow-
ing equation:

Xn = Amcos(27tf) + Am sin (27tf) + Xmean'

where Am is the oscillation amplitude, f is the oscilla-
tion frequency, and Xmean is the arithmetic mean value
(ms).

White noise (continuos in time signal of constant
amplitude and uniform energy spectrum of equal fre-
quency intervals) was generated using a sequence of
pseudorandom numbers.

Heart rate graphs corresponding to controllable res-
piration test (respiration rate, 6 cycles per miD; 0.1 Hz)
are shown in Figs. 24, 2B. In case of simulation of har-
monic oscillations, the whole process is strictly deter-
mined and the accumulated frequency corresponds to
components of only one rank (integer values of oscilla-
tion period). The period and amplitude of respiratory
cycles mean value of heart rate, and exhalation/inhala-
tion ratio may vary under conditions of controllable
respiration test. This gives rise to a considerable diver-
sity of cyclic components of heart rate graph and nec-
essary use of probabilistic methods in graph analysis.

Graphs of white noise models are shown in Figs. 1 C
and 1D. The heart rate graphs corresponding to the state
of deep relaxation (autotraining practice) and mental
strain (Schulte-Gorbov attention test, level 3) are
shown in Figs. 2C and 2D, respectively. To compare
with the actual cardiac rhythm, white noise was simu-
lated with the same values of Sand Xmean as in states of
mental strain and deep relaxation.

Very large number of nodes is typical of both high-
amplitude white noise (Fig. 1 C) and deep relaxation
(Fig. 2C). However, in case of white noise, graph nodes
are uniformly distributed over the square area, whereas
the relaxed state graph is spindle-shaped and nodes are
concentrated near its diagonal, which can be regarded
as evidence of conservation of diverse wave periodicity
of cardiac rhythm. It should be noted that low-ampli-
tude white noise graph (Fig. 1D) is remarkably similar
to the heart rate graph in the state of mental strain
(Fig. 2D). The two types of graphs have equal number
of nodes and similar structure. To reveal fine features of
difference between these graphs, let us consider the
main parameters of heart rate graph in more de~il.

The values of structural parameters of graphs shown
in Figs. 1 and 2 are summarized in Table 1.

As noted above, the parameter of the number of
nodes (ND) in case of harmonic oscillations corre-
sponds to the sole rank of graph components (Rmax) and
is equal to the oscillation period (in case of integer
period). The frequency accumulated over the sole rank
of components is maximal and equal to 1.0. An increase
in the frequency of harmonic oscillations causes a
decrease in the number of nodes (at invariable vari-
ance), thereby causing a decrease in the node density
per unit variance. Decreased node density is also
observed upon increasing the amplitude (or variance)
of harmonic oscillations (signal frequency is invari-
able). It was shown in our experiments that changes in
the mean values of oscillation parameters (signal
amplitude and frequency are invariable) the node den-
sity per unit variance is maintained at a constant level.

In controllable respiration tests, the geart rate graph
provides information about the sophisticated character
of nonlinear dynamics of cardiac rhythm. As noted
above, it is impossible to provide strict control of respi-
ratory cycle period, mean level of heart rate, duration of
inhalation and exhalation phases, depth of respiration,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Graphs of Zn values of samples simulated by the
equation of harmonic oscillations are shown in
Figs. lA, lB.

As a result of standardization, variation of neither
the arithmetic mean value nor amplitude of harmonic
oscillations modifies the size and shape of the graph.
The frequency (period) of oscillations is of cardinal
importance. Graphs of harmonic oscillations are com-
posed of cyclic components of only one rank, which is
equal to the period of oscillations (the number of iden-
tical nodes and ribs of each graph corresponds to the
period (1) of harmonic oscillations) and decreases upon
increasing the oscillation frequency. (Integer values of
oscillation period were chosen to provide easy-to-grasp
presentation). Accumulated frequency or rank 1 com-
ponents T(F T) is equal to 1.0. The graphs have the shape
of closed orbits (stability by Lyapunov), the orbit tra-
jectory being dependent on the oscillation frequency.
The lower is oscillation frequency (Fig. lA), the closer
is the orbit trajectory to the square diagonal. Con-
versely, the higher is oscillation frequency (Fig. lB),
the farther is the orbit trajectory to the square diagonal.
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Fig. 1. Parameters of graphs of different signal models: (A) harmonic oscillations « 0.05, Am 0.05), (B) harmonic oscillations
«0.10, Am 0.05); (C) white noise (SD 0.085, Xmean 1.120); (D) white noise (SD 0.006, Xmean 0.380).

and human body resistance to oxygen saturation. The
influence of these factors causes an increase in the num-
ber of observed component ranks (seven and six for
graphs shown in Figs. 2A and 2B, respectively) and
increases the graph shape diversity. As a result of sig-
nificant increase in the number of nodes, graphs of con-
trollable respiration tests have higher n~ density per
variance unit than harmonic oscillations of the same
frequency (Fig. IB). On the other hand, parameters of
relative accumulated frequency (SumF andMF) in con-
trollable respiration tests were significantly less than in
strictly determined models of harmonic oscillations.
Rank analysis of cyclic components of graph with max-
imal accumulated frequency can be used to determine

the period of waves observed in controllable respiration
tests.

Values of the first three ranks of graph components
(R) with maximal accumulated frequency F R) are given
in Table 2. It should be noted that graph 2A contains
seven component ranks, the first three including about
71 % of all graph components (F Rn is the percentage of
accumulated frequency of the R-rank components in
the overall suiri of accumulated frequencies of all com-
ponent ranks). In case of graph 2B, corr.esponding val-
ues are six ranks and 70%. Because RRmean is not equal
to 1.0, the expected component rank (Rmax 10) differs
from the actual values (13, 11). To calculate the actual
period of respiratory waves, the obtained rank values
(13 and 14 for graph 2A; 11 and 12 for graph 2B) should

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY Vol. 28 No.4 2002
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Fig. 2. Examples of heart rate graphs: (A) controllable respiration test (SD 0.107 s, Xmean 0.750 s); (8) controllable respiration test
(SD 0.087 s, Xmean 0.880 s); (C) deep relaxation during autotraining practice (SD 0.085 s, Xmean 1.120 s); (D) pronounced overstrain

during attention test (SD 0.006 s, Xmean 0.38 s).

the number of nodes and exponential decrease in the
node density per unit variance (variance increase is sig-
nificantly larger than increase in the number of nodes).
Mean accumulated frequency of components (MF) and
their sum (Sump) are inversely proportional to the
value of SO (or noise amplitude). This gives rise to
gradual leveling of accumulated frequency values over
all component ranks (parameter NRGO tends to zero). In
case of low-amplitude noise (Fig. 1D, SO 0.006), the
main fraction of accumulated frequen~y (88%) falls
within the first three ranks of graph components. The
fraction of ranks of cyclic components with accumu-
lated frequency larger than 0.01 (NRGO) approaches the
total number of ranks of graph components (NRG). If the
mean value of the signal is varied against the back-

be multiplied by the value of RRmean. The ranks adjusted
for heart rate value (RcoJ allowed us to evaluate actual
rate of controllable respiration. In the two samples this
value ranged from 9.6 to 10.1 s. The mean rank value
was 10.1 s, which was very close to set respiration
period. It is interesting to note that frequencies of com-
ponents of ranks 26 (graph 2A) and 23 (graph 2B) were
increased. It may be concluded that aft~ adjustment
these values are equal to respiratory cycle period multi-
plied by two (19.4-20.1 s).

White noise models are characterized by more elab-
orate signal structure and complicated dynamics of
parameters than harmonic oscillations. According to
our findings, increase in the value of SO (or noise
amplitude) is accompanied by logarithmic increase in
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heterogeneity on the level of confidence of the Stu-
dent's (-test could be regarded as negligible [13]).

According to the results of statistical analysis, the
state of mental strain is characterized by a decrease in
the number of graph nodes, an ihcrease in the node den-
sity per unit variance, and an increase in the values of
all parameters of accumulated frequency over compo-
nent ranks (SumF, MF, Fon, F3n, Fmaxn). On the other
hand, the overall number of ranks of graph components
(N RO) decreases and the fraction of ranks of cyclic com-
ponents with accumulated frequency larger than 0.01
(N ROO) increases. Components with zero rank have the
maximal frequency. The results of comparison with the
first group (normal subjects) suggest that the degree of
manifestation of changes in these parameters depend
on the severity of mental strain. A significant decrease
in the value of RRmean should also be noted.

Similar dynamics of these parameters was observed
in subjects with neurotic reactions (the highest degree
of coincidence was between F On' F maxn' and Rmax). The
main difference between the states of neurotic reactions
and mental strain is that the former is characterized by
virtually invariable graph node density (dysregulation
by NDs). Such invariability is explained by high values
of heart rate variance.

In subjects with asthenia, there was a paradoxical
pattern typical of the state of mental strain. A signifi-
cant decrease in the number of nodes was observed
against the background of increase in the node density

Table 2. The maximal accumulated frequencies for the fIrSt
three ranks of heart rate graph components (controllable res-
piration tests, Figs. 2A and 2B)

ground of invariable noise amplitude, it is only the
mean frequency accumulated over ranks of graph com-
ponents that undergoes substantial changes. In this
case, there is a positive linear correlation between MF
and changes in mean signal amplitude.

As noted above, there is a close similarity between
low-amplitude white noise graph (Fig. 1D) and heart
rate graph in the state of pronounced mental strain
(Fig. W). In case of coincidence between the number
of nodes, the node densities in the two cases are equal
to one another (NDs) and percentage of Fon and F3n is
very high (this shows that contribution of linear compo-
nent to the process is dominant). Values of NRGO
approach the value of N RG' The results of our study
showed that low-amplitude white noise corresponds to
lower values of SumP and MF (influence of chaos on
the process).

High-amplitude white noise (graph 1 C, SO 0.085)
and the state of deep relaxation (graph 2C, SO 0.085)
are also very much similar to one another in the number
of nodes (therefore, node density per unit variance).
The fraction of ranks of cyclic components with accu-
mulated frequency larger than 0.01 (NRGO) in these pro-
cesses approaches zero level. However, like in case of
low-amplitude white noise, random character of noise
signal generation gives rise to chaotization of the pro-
cess, thereby causing a decrease in the accumulated fre-
quency parameters (SumF, MF, and Fmaxn).

Let us consider the heart rate graphs in different
functional states in more detail (Fig. 3).

Parameters of heart rate graph structure (arithmetic
mean and SO) in different functional states (FS) are
given in Table 3. Logarithmic plot (In) was used in
some cases to reduce the degree of asymmetry of distri-
bution of some parameters. .

The Student's [-test for independent samples was
used for comparing the mean values averaged over
groups (the program package Statistica v. 5.1 for Win-
dows was used). The results of statistical analysis are
given in Table 4. (It should be noted that according to
the results obtained by Box and Andersen, if the sizes
of samples are equal to each other, the effect of variance

HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY Vol. 28 No.4 2002
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Fig. 3. Examples of heart rate graphs in different functional states: (A) normal state (waiting for the beginning of attention test);
(B) mental strain during attention test; (C) neurotic excitation (waiting for the beginning of attention test); (D) reduced functional
reserves (waiting for the beginning of attention test).

403; group 2, 290; group 3, 718; and group 4, 153.
First, three discriminant functions were found for deter-
mining the degree of deviation of the functional states
of interest from norma11evel (contribution to the inter-
group variance of parameters, 95-100%; confidence
level by the Wilk A-test, p = 0.0000). Parameters ND
and F 3n were found to be the most informative to distin-
guish between normal state and state of mental strain.
Parameters lnNDS. ND, and F 3n' to distinguish between
normal state and state of neurotic reaction; and param-
eters lnNDS, ND, and SumF, to distinguish between
normal state and state of asthenia. Two discriminant
functions with total contribution to the intergroup vari-
ance of parameters of 96.48% and confidence level by
the Wilk A-test of p = 0.0000 were determined at the

(up to the level typical of subjects with mental strain).
This was also accompanied by a significant increase in
the sum and mean frequencies of component ranks
(SumF, M F) and fraction of ranks of cyclic components
with accumulated frequency larger than 0.01 (N RGO)'
On the other hand, parameters F On and F 3n were
increased to a lesser extent, the difference from the nor-
mal functional state (dysregulation by Eon and F3J
being less pronounced in more quiet subjects. The lack
of decrease in the value of RRmean is the second impor-
tant feature of difference.

Discriminant analysis was used at the next stage of
the study to classify the states of interest according to
heart rate graph parameters. The data obtained in all
moving samples were used in this analysis: group 1,
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Table 4. Values of Student's t-test for comparing mean values in independent samples

Groups compared
Parameter

3-4-2 -3 -4 2-3 2-4

-6.80***
-0.03

6.86***
-4.50***
-1.10

5.82***
7.61 ***

7.11***
6.35***

-4.66***
-15.62***
-4.13***
-1.04

3.23**
-8.47***

0.66
-2.13*
-4.08***

1.45
6.16***
4.65***
4.63***

-4.19***
-10.91***

5.09***
-1.91

ND

InNDs

InSumF

NRG

NRGO

InMF

FOn

F3n

Frnaxn

Rmax

RRmean

SRR

Age

11.28***
-6.77***

-10.60***
4.41 ***

-4.76***
-9.14***

-10.70***
-12.26***
-8.39***

5.04***
13.81***
7.93***

-1.13

3.76**
1.50

-6.07***
1.98

-3.45**
-6.86***
-9.20***
-9.16***
-6.81 ***

4.94***
9.32***
0.41
0.27

7.68***

-7.02***

-6.87***

-0.15

-5.95***

-7.10***

-2.14*

-3.42**

-4.60***

3.72**

-1.23

6.38***

-1.95

-7.26***
8.21 ***

5.23***
-3.28**

2.48*
4.59***
1.54
2.51*
1.54

-1.50
-5.00***
-6.46***

1.15

Note: p is the level of statistical significance of (-test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001

final stage of analysis. These functions allow the sub-
jects tested by the results of heart rate graph analysis to
be attributed to four classes of functional states. Param-
eters F On and RRmean were additionally included in the
discriminant functions to increase their sensitivity.

Correlation of graph parameters with temporal and
frequency characteristics of HRV is of particular inter-
est. The data averaged over moving samples obtained in
70 subjects were subjected to correlation analysis. The
heart rate was measured before testing. The logarithmic
plot was used to reduce the degree of asymmetry of dis-
tribution of spectral analysis parameters. ~arson corre-
lation coefficients between graph parameters and char-
acteristics of HRV are given in Table 5.

Analysis of the correlation matrix demonstrated a
negative correlation of parameters of accumulated fre-
quencies of ranks of graph components (SumF, MF,
F On' and F 3n) with spectral power of cardiac contraction
upon increasing the frequency range (from VLF to HF).

An opposite pattern was typical of graph node density:
negative correlation with spectral power parameters
increases upon decreasing the frequency range (from
HF to VLF). The use of the correlation matrix in factor
analysis (method of main components and Varimax
Normalized rotation) supported the conclusions drawn
above. Two leading factors (with the total accumulated
contribution to variance of parameters of 88.32%) were
isolated. The first factor included frequency parameters
of ranks of graph components and spectral power of
cardiac contraction within the HF range (the higher
were parameters of accumulated frequencies, the lower
was the HF spectral power). The second factor included
NDs and spectral power within the VLF- and LF ranges
(the higher was graph node density, the lower was the
VLF and LF spectral power).

An additional goal of this study was to analyze the
correlation of the graph node number (ND) with the
entropy of node distribution H = -1:pNDj X In(pNDj),
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Table 5. Results of correlation analysis of graph structure and heart rate variability

In VLFND InNDs InSumF I InMF FOn F3n RRmean SRR

-0.80

-0.94

-0.87

-0.59

-0.68

0.57

0.90

0.77

0.76

0.88

-0.44

x

0.77
0.83

-0.55
-0.66
-0.48
-0.64

-0.86

0.52

0:
-0:
-0.:
-0.:
-0.:
-0:

0:

x
-0.56

-0.45

-0.28*

-0.33

-0.83

0.73

x
0.45
0.36
0.19**
0.63

-0.60

x
0.85
0.79
0.73

-0.24**

x
0.59
0.50

-0.12**

x
0.56
0.13**

x
-0.75

InNDs x
InSumF 0.69 x
InM F 0.51 0.93
FOn 0.20** 0.66
F3n 0.28* 0.74
RRmean -0.32 -0.58
SRR -0.96 -0.83

In VLF 1 -0.91 -0.61

InLF -0.77 -0.73

InHF -0.56 -0.87
InLFIHF I 0.06** 0.46

Note: p is the level of statistical significance of Pearson's correlation coefficient. *p > 0.01, **p > 0.05.

nied by an increase in the number of graph nodes and a
decrease in the parameters of accumulated frequency.
As noted above, similar processes are typical of the
state of deep relaxation of healthy subjects.

It was shown in our experiments that parameter NDs
is also important for assessing heart rate parameters.
Using correlation analysis it was found that this param-
eter primarily correlates with spectral power within the
VLF range (r = -0.91). It was suggested in one of our
earlier works, devoted to analysis of heart rate variabil-
ity during psychological relaxation after test-induced
negative functional states [12], that spectral power in
the VLF range may represent activity of the cortico-
limbic systems, which becomes dominant in subjects
with neurotic disorders. If this suggestion is true,
parameter NDs may represent activity of cortico-limbic
structures of brain, which causes the phenomenon of
dysregulation by NDs observed in the state of neuroti-
zaton.

According to the results of correlation and factor
analysis, there is a close inverse correlation of parame-
ters of frequency accumulated over ranks of graph com-
ponents with spectral power characteristics in the HF
range, which is closely associated with parasympa-
thetic activity. It may be suggested that parasympa-
thetic activity (absolute or relative) is reduced in the
state of mental strain, thereby causing an increase in the
frequency parameters of the heart rate graph and rise of
accumulated frequencies of the first three ranks of
graph components (stabilization effect, i.e., an increase
in the linear component of the process). Such dynamics
was observed during psychological testing. A fre-
quency increase in ranks corresponding to the respira-
tory wave period can be observed at high activity of
parasympathetic system (state of relaxation, asthenia).

In our experiments, there was a high correlation of
the number of graph nodes with spectral power in the
HF range of cardiac contraction (r = 0.88). These data

where pNDj is the probability of the node with coordi-
nates i. It was found that the Pearson correlation coeffi-
cients between ND and H is 0.98. Because the coeffi-
cient of correlation between the graph node number and
entropy of node distribution is large, it may be sug-
gested that parameter ND is the measure of uncertainty
of heart rate graph. In this case, the heart rate graph
entropy should have the following main properties [14]:

(1) Among equiprobable distributions, the highest
entropy is inherent in distributions with the largest
number of possible values of random variable. Parame-
ters of accumulated frequency over component ranks
(SumF, MF, Fon, F3n) can be used as characteristics of
the probability of distribution of graph nodes. In the
state of deep relaxation, there \S a decrease in these
parameters and in the value of NRGO (fraction of ranks
with accumulated frequency larger than 0.01). The fre-
quencies accumulated over ranks attain equiprobable
character. In this case, the heart rate entropy increases
with increasing the number of graph nodes.

(2) Among distributions with equal number of pos-
sible values, the highest entropy is inherent in distribu-
tions with equiprobable values. In the state of mental
strain there is an increase in the absolute values of
parameters of accumulated frequency over component
ranks (SumF, MF, Fon, F3J and pronounced dominance
of accumulated frequencies of zero rank (F On), i.e., an
increase in the contribution of the linear component of
the process. Opposite trends are typical of the state of
relaxation. In this case, the heart rate entropy increases
with decreasing the parameters of acc\Wllulated fre-
quency over graph component ranks.

The results of this study are consistent with the con-
clusions of some researchers, who suggested that HRV
is based on chaotic dynamics [2]. Within the framework
of the white noise model, an increase in the noise
amplitude is accompanied by an increase in the system
entropy (chaos). Therefore, this process is accompa-
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are consistent with the results obtained by a group of
physiologists from lena University (Germany) [15].
These researchers showed that deterministic chaos and
periodic components of heart rate variability are medi-
ated mainly by vagus activity. Taking into account that
ND is the measure of entropy (uncertainty, chaos),
whereas spectral power within the HF range represents
the effects of the parasympathetic system, the resulting
high positive correlation between these parameters has
a specific physiological sense.

To sum up the results considered above, the follow-
ing model of changes in heart rate graph structure at
different levels of mental activity of humans may be
suggested. Solution to difficult test task causes an
increase in the mental activity, which is accompanied
by a decrease in the level of entropy (uncertainty,
chaos) of heart rate signal distribution (decrease in the
number of graph nodes). This shifts the balance of auto-
nomic nervous system toward sympathetic activity
(increase in the contribution of parameters of accumu-
lated frequency over components of graph ranks, dom-
inance of zero rank components, and increase in the
heart rate). Chronic overstrain causes exhaustion of
functional resources of human body. The HRV changes
described above are observed in this case in the state of
rest (asthenic processes). The heart rate is not
increased, whereas the maximal frequency of compo-
nents falls within the rank corresponding to the respira-
tory wave period. The last changes are determined by
the level of parasympathetic activity (these changes
may be absent in the state of deep exhaustion).

The level of entropy (uncertainty, chaos) of heart
rate signal distribution gradually increases (increase in
the number of graph nodes, frequency parameters of
components are decreased and attain equiprobable val-
ues) upon deepening the sate of relaxation. In the pres-
ence of a well-pronounced respiratory wave, there is an
increase in the frequency of rank components corre-
sponding to the respiratory wave period. If similar
changes are observed in the state of active rest or during
mental activities, pronounced disorders of heart rate
automatism may be diagnosed. These disorders may
cause heart rate regulation failure.

CONCLUSION

Comparative analysis of graphs of white noise mod-
els and heart rate graphs during mental tests revealed
that low-amplitude white noise graph is similar to the
heart rate graph in the state of mental strain (significant
decrease in the number of graph nodes, increase in the
node density, and very high percentage 0 Fon and F3n)'
Parameters of high-amplitude white noise graph were
found to be similar to parameters of the heart rate graph
in the state of deep relaxation (high value of ND, low
value of NDs, and low values of parameters of accumu-
lated frequency of component ranks). Further analysis
revealed a high correlation between parameter ND and
entropy of graph node distribution. This provided a
basis to suggest that parameter ND is a measure of
entropy (uncertainty) of heart rate graph. In this case,
the higher is mental strain, the lower is entropy (chaotic
dynamics) of heart rate. In contrast, the entropy (cha-
otic dynamics) of the heart rate in relaxed human body
is increased. If two graphs have an equal number of
nodes, the state of deeper re~axation corresponds to
lower value of accumulated frequency of component
ranks.

The use of the heart rate graph method for diagnos-
ing various functional states (mental strain, neurotic
reactions, and asthenia) provided information about
statistically significant deviation of these states from
normal state. This information can be obtained on the
basis of graph structure parameters. Discriminant anal-
ysis was used to reveal the heart rate graph parameters
providing the most valuable information for differential
diagnosis of the functional states of interest. Further
studies are expected to refine the discriminant functions
and to extend the list of functional states.

Correlation and factor analyses of correlation of
heart rate graph structure parameters with parameters
of spectral analysis of heart rate variability showed that
there was close correlation of the density of nodes
(NDs) with spectral power in the VLF range (level of
activity of cortico-limbic structures of brain) and fre-
quency characteristics of graph components (SumF,
M F, F On' F 3n) with spectral power in the HF range (dom-
inance of parasympathetic activity in the balance of
autonomic nervous system). It is very important to note
that the heart rate graph method proved to be more sta-
ble in analysis of nonstationary processes than spectral
analysis. However, elucidation of this problem requires
additional research.

The results of this study enabled us to put forward a
model of changes in heart rate graph parameters at dif-
ferent levels of mental activity. This model is based on
the concept of entropy (uncertainty). Further studies are
planned to test the validity of the model.

The use of the graph method for analyzing models
of harmonic oscillations allowed a correlation between
the period of harmonic oscillations and rank of graph
components with the maximal accumulated frequency
(Rrnax) to be found. Further analysis of heart rate graph
in controllable respiration tests (respiration rate,
0.1 Hz) confirmed this suggestion. In further studies, I
plan to analyze the correlation of the heart rate graph
structure parameters with activity of different segments
of autonomic nervous system in controllable respira-
tion tests in more detail.
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